Fatherhood is as Important
as Motherhood

- Polygamy: The marriage model, operative by
law and in the values is an unbalanced and totally
assymetrical relationship in both economic and affective
terms (2 ) . Faithfulness is demanded only of the wife. The
man can officially have four wives and repudiation
allows him to replace them by others if. he wishes.
According to Amina Abu Ayyash, the reform plan does
not propo~e to ban polygamy . The suggested reform is
that the husband must inform his first wife that he is
taking another wife throt::gh a court of law; and to prove
that he is financially capable of supporting the expenses
of the additional household . Again Abu Ayyash insists
that there is no mention of the rights of women in
polygamous marriage practices.
Abu Ayyash states that her criticism of the Personal
Status Code and the reform plan is not an attack against
men. She claims that there is a need for more democracy
and equality between the interactive bodies of society
including men, women and the family . Mernissi also
criticizes the laws by saying that these laws were
designed for the future Moroccan family without consulting the central element of the family : woman.

AI-Mara' AI-Maghrihiyah Wa Qanoon AI-Ahwal AI-Shakhsiyad by
Amina Abu Ayyash. taken from NOUN (No.2 , Aug. 1989) an
Egyptian Quarterly by the Association of the Solidarity of Arab
Women. (Arabic reference).
(2) Fatima Mernissi. Doing Daily Battle: Interviews with Moroccan
Women. Translated by Mary Jo La kilaljld, London : The Women's
Press. 1988.

Egypt is involved in a dialogue on the concepts of
childhood and motherhood while fatherhood remains
neglected. The dialogue proposes that a working mother
should be given a maternity leave with full salary for one
year or a full leave with half salary for a number of years
in order to raise the family.
However, Egyptian activists feel that these are only
partial solutions for they fail to include the father in the
task of child-rearing. They claim that these solutions are
based on the traditional relationship between the
mother and her child. They feel that these solutions
reinforce the common belief that the father is there as a
bread earner rather than an active partner in raising the
children side by side with the mother.
Keeping in mind that early years are crucial in the
deveiopment of a child's personality, the absence of the
father is just as problematic as the absence of the
mother. Consequently, Egyptian activists feel that it is
the duty of the governement to encourage the father and
. the mother to share, jointly, the responsibilities of
raising the family.
In developed countries, maternity leaves are divided between the mother and the father. This is done in
order to make sure that the father gets a true feeling for
his child , and to care for him/her as a total human being
and not simply as an offspring. Sometimes the father
chooses to spend more time with the child than the
mother especially if her work is more demanding than
his and if her salary is more lucrative than his.

(I)

Excerpts from an article: On Maternity Leave And Work of Women in
Egypt. Taken from NOUN (No.3 , November, 1989), an Egyptian
Quarterly by the Association of the Solidarity of Arab Women.
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